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Abstract :
There are many commentaries of classical texts are available for study & research.
They can be study comparatively for more knowledge mining. There are several methods for
comparative study. Here, in this article, two different methods are described. Viz fundamental study and literary tools like tantrayukti, vadapadamarga etc. we can unfold the
treasures of commentaries with these scientific methods. There are different styles, views and
aspects of different commentators. So we can elaborate them on scientific methods for further
research work.
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He could read all commentaries but can
get
proper significance of each
commentary as well as that Samhita.

Introduction :
Commentaries are explanatory
notes on classical texts. We can elaborate,
access, establish exact meaning of the
sutras with the help of commentaries.
There are many commentaries on same
classical texts in different time span and
places.

That’s why comparative study of
commentaries is more beneficial and
significant. We can get different aspects,
views by different persons on same topic.
But there is no such comparative literature
of commentaries available; hence the
different views of commentators could not
be understood properly.

For example in the case of Charaka
Samhita; there are many commentaries
available. The first available commentary
is
Charaka
Nyasa
by
Bhattara
Harishchandra. This is available only of
Sutrasthana 1 to 4th chapter and that is also
in manuscript form. The time span of
Bhattara Harishchandra is 4th century and
he is from Kashmir region.

The reason behind this is

Similarly
there
are
many
commentaries available for study. We need
to study each of them separately for detail
& thorough knowledge. But this could be a
time consuming attempt. It’s really a
daunting task to study each and every
commentary in detail for a single person.



Variation in textual version



Knowledge gaps due to time span
& place



Unavailability of literature & lack
of knowledge tradition



Ignorance and disregards in the
study of commentaries.



Lack of knowledge about Sanskrit
language.
Variation in textual version
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kxrIrQavainambaak-xvaoNaUkxaoSaama`jaambavaO: | cak`x. ca.ica. 30.82

In the context of Yonivyapada,
there is decoction of certain drugs to check
the excessive discharge; here the version
adopted by Jejjata is quite different from
that of Chakrapani. i.e.

Jejjata has introduced Buka & Pullasa
Dravya. This is the only reference of
Pullasa; so the scholars, who consulted
only Chakrapani version, have missed this
item.

kxrIrQavainambaak-xbaUkxpaullaasajaambavaO: | jaojjaT ca.ica. 30.82

Knowledge gaps due to time span & place

doSa
ujjain

ujjain Kashmir

vanga

kalinga

vanga

vanga

vanga

kxala
Bc 4
Charakaa
jyotishchandra

5

6
bhattar

7-8
swami

11

15

jejjata chakrapani

Kumara

19
shivadas
sen

20

20

gangadhara
roy

21st
yogindra
nath sen

saraswati

commentaries easily. That’s why a
comparative study of commentaries has to
be done.

There are many commentators on Charaka
Samhita from different period of time & at
different places. Due to their geographical
variation and different time span, there are
altered opinions regarding specific topics
of these commentators of Charaka
Samhita. So because of these knowledge
gaps, the scholar of Charaka Samhita may
get confused. Therefore comparative study
of these commentaries needs to be done, in
different aspects.

The ancient tradition of knowledge i.e.
Guru-Shishya Parampara is getting extinct
due to various reasons. That’s why it’s
difficult to get the accurate knowledge of
Samhita.
Ignorance and disregards in the
study of commentaries.

Unavailability of literature &
lack of knowledge tradition

Now a days, most of the research work in
Ayurvedaic science is carried out only in
clinical and drug research area. Very few
sincere attempts have been made in
fundamental and literary field. We should
not forget that fundamental of literary
studies are ground structure for clinical,
experimental or drug research. So
ignorance and disregards in fundamental

Amongst these commentaries, only
Chakrapani Tika (Ayurvedaa Dipika)
edited by Late Yadavaji Trikamji Acharya
is available everywhere to scholars. But
other commentaries are not easily
available. Either they are in unpublished
manuscript category or they are published
but not available. So we cannot study these
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and literary study are major drawbacks in
research in Ayurveda science.

3. Comprehensive
reading
commentaries of each sutra.

Lack of knowledge about sanskrit
langauge

4. Comparison – will be done with
the help of following steps-

Till 20th century, there was a tradition
that an Ayurvedaic student should study
darshan shastra like Sankhya, vaisheshik,
mimansa etc and Sanskrit grammar before
starting study of Ayurveda. All
Ayurvedaic scholars of that era are gems
of darshana shastra and Sanskrit.
Because of lack of proper Sanskrit
knowledge, researchers inappropriately
translate original texts into other
languages. And the result of this is (mis)
concepts and confusions.
Aim
To establish methods
comparative study of commentaries.



Retrieval



Revival



Transliteration



Technical correlation



Translation



Editing



Vetting



Review



Publication

of
5. Interpretation
6. Critical Comments on each sutra.

Objectives




of

Details about these points are as follows -

To elaborate methods about
study of commentaries.
To fulfill the knowledge gaps
for elaborating Shabdartha and
Abhipretartha of text.

Retrieval Here the details about the text will be
studied.


Methods of comparative study

SaOlaI - BaaYaaSaOlaI
- rcanaaSaOlaI

There could be various methods of
comparative study of commentaries. Here
we will discuss about two different
methods for comparative study of
commentaries.

vaR<a, AlaMkxaraid vyaakxrNa, Cnd, gaVpaVmayataa, samaasa,
{pamaa, r]pakx, {tpa`oXaa, yamakx
vaa@yaSaOlaI( caUNa-kx, {tkxilakxa, Aaivaw ), {i>x,
vyaUtpai<a, inar]i>xx[tyaaid |

Method 1 :



This method is established by UGC.
This is effective method for fundamental
and literary research. The steps &
elaboration of this method is as follows :

tan~ayaui>x AiQakxrNa, AitadoSa, AtaItaavaoXaNa,
AnaagataavaoXaNa, padaqa-, inado-Sa, ivaQaana, Anaumata [.



vaa@yaSa: vaa@yaavayavaSa:. Aqa-Sa:. Aqaa-vayavaSa:



paMcaavayava vaa@ya, pa`maaNa pa`maoya, vaadmaaga-pad [.



pairBaaYaa

1. Selection of commentaries.

yaqaa Aanaah malaivabanQanama\ |gaMgaaQar TIkxa ca.saU. 17,
{dd- {rao#iBaYand: {dd-: | yaaogaInd`naaqa saona
ca.saU.4.12

2. Collection of commentaries.
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padsaMga`h




Revival


Availability of commentaries with
reasoning.
 Description of variation of textual
version and its significance in
meaning of that text.
 In this step we should study the
external and internal evidences
about time span, place etc
regarding commentary.
Transliteration
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ba`h\ma catauYpaad : Candaogya {painaYad\ 3.18.2,
maaNDU@ya {pa. 2.7
gaaya~aI catauYpada : Candaogya {pa.3.12.5
Qama- catauYpaad : manausmaRita
so the icaikxtsaa catauYpaad is developed
from this concept.

It means that the related references from
all the same text will be taken into
consideration.
Here we have to use
Atitavekshana and Anaganavekshana
Tantrayukti.



=d\ya rcanaa : pauNDrIkxakxar : Candaogya {pa.3.14.3,
baR. {pa. 4.3.20, eotaroya 4 and carkx saU~a 30.4



24 ta<vaatmakx paur]Ya : saaMKya dSa-na, mahaBaarta
Saaintapava- 1.28, and carkx



BaUtaanaupa`vaoSa : ca.Saa.1.28, maazrvaRi<a (saaMKya) and
carkx saU~a 8



eYaNaa:
baRhdarNyakx:
pau~aOYaNaa,iva<aOYaNaa,laaokOxYaNaa(3.5.1,4.4.12)
and
carkx : ca.saU.11

 It means that related references

With the help of retrieval, revival
and transliteration, the relation of the
sutra and pada with that text and also
relation between different opinions of
the commentators will be established.

from other ancient classical texts
will be noted and then correlation
will be done.

ex. 1) Nyaya darshana by Gangadhara. 2)
sankhya darshana & samanya vishesha
nyaya



carkx taqaa samakxailana Aacaayaa-NaaM taqaa TIkxakxaraNaaM
rcanaayaaM vaOcaairkx, saOnQaaintakx, icaikxtsaIya, d`vyaaid
ivaYayaaNaaM matavaOiBanna taqaa saaQamyaa-NaaM taaOlainakMx
AQyayanama\ |

3)Kanada theory of octet and oja
theory. 4)paramanu vada of kanada & vata
sankalpana.etc.



TIkxayaaM {d\QaRtaanaaM
AnausaaroNa

5) swabhavoparama vada & bauddha
darshana

Technical correlation

AnyaSaas~aaNaaM

sandBaa-NaaM

example - Aayauvao-davatarNa :

- tad\ Saas~asya Aayauvao-daQyayanao vyavaharo ca
{payaaoigatvama\ |

ca.saU. 1 : paaOraiNakx Cayaa it is written by

- TIkxakxaraNaaM Saas~aaByaasa: taqaa tad\ pawtaInaaM
AQyayanama\ | yaqaa nyaayadSa-na gaMgaaQar

Charaka in pratisamskara. Because time span
of purana and

Text can be referred for the study if
required-

saMskRxita kxaoSa,pauraNa taqaa carkx)

vaod, vaodaMga, {painaYad\, pauraNa, ba`ah\maNaga`Mqa, tak-xga`nqa, kxavya,
saaihtya, vyaakxrNa, dSa-na, saU~aga`nqa, AarNyakx, taqaa Anya
samakxailana tan~a.

ca.ica.1/4 : Aayauvao-dsamautqaanaIya: It would be by
AignavaoSakRxta\ cause it resembles with description
in kxaSyapa saMihtaa.

Example –

Translation



Charakaa are same. (BaartaIya

catauYpaad isawanta : maUlata: vaOidkxkxailana isawanta

Translation of Samhita and commentaries
should be done in this step, if necessary.
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Sthanadhikarana
Adhyayadhikarana

: Vimansthana
: Sroto vimanam
(chapter 5th)
Prakaranadhikarana : Mulasthana and
prakopa vigyana of
13 srotas
Vakyadhikarana
: pa`aNavahanaaM sa`aotasaaM

Editing :
All the studied and collected matter should
be edited for appropriate and significant
work.
Vetting : (testing with evidences) :

=dyaM maUlaM mahasa`aotaSca |

- In this stage we have to use methods and
tests of biostatistics for testing our study
with evidences.

With the help of adhikarana, we can
elaborate appropriate place of that pada
(word) and sutra.

Review: all the study done will be
reviewed at this stage.

B) Then after elaborating this, the meaning
of specific pada(word) which is under
consideration should be derived from
that vakya/sutra as follows :
a) Meaning of that pada (word) in
Sanskrit grammar
b) Meaning of that pada (word) in
Ayurveda science
c) Meaning of that pada (word) in that
Adhikarana.
Ex. In above example, we have taken
pranavaha srotas as vakyadhikarana. But
what Charakaa exactly mean PRANA in
the context of srotas, we have to use above
steps.

Critical comment on each sutra by
researcher should be done after all this
steps.
Publication.

Method 2
This is another method for any
comparative study of Ayurveda texts.
Using Tantrayukti, we can elaborate it.
Step 1 : selection of text & commentaries
for study.

Meaning of prana in Sanskrit language:

Step 2 : collection of commentaries from
appropriate source.

pa`aNa : pau. pa` + ANa\ - kxrNao GaÉa\ |
ba`Óina | dohsqa vaayaaO | kxavyajaIvanao | rsa | Ainalao | balao
| pauirta | saUXmadohsamauYTya caOtanya | pa`aNaaopaaiQakox jaIvao |
jaIvana | vaayaU | [ind`ya | Ga`aNa | dohsqa iCd` | dohsqa
dSavaRi<akx vaayaUBaod | QaataUpaU~a Baod | saptaiYa-Baod | pau~aBaod |
ivaYNau | jala | maUlaaQaarsqa vaayaU |

Step 3 : comprehensive reading of whole
commentary of total texts thoroughly. This
is time consuming but very important step.
Because of reading whole commentary, we
can have knowledge of references of same
point in different places. (Tantrayukti :
Atitavekshana, Anagatavekshana)

(vaacaspatyama\ KaND 5)
So there are all these meanings of
prana in Sanskrit language.

Step 4 : comparative study using following
steps

Different meaning of pa`aNa in carkx saMihtaa

A) Adhikarana : while studying a specific
sutra of a text and its commentary
comparatively, we should know its
Adhikarana. Adhikarana is the first
tantrayukti. There are 5 adhikaranas.
We will discuss them with example –
Tantradhikarana
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jaIivata : ca. saU. 11.3, ca.ina. 7.15, ca. ica. 6.19
vaayaU : ca. saU. 12.8, ca. saU. 25.40, ca. saU. 17.118, ca.
Saa. 5.5, ca. iva. 8.91, ca.ica. 17.22,
r>x : ca. saU. 24.4

: Ayurveda tantra
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Aahar : ca. saU. 27.3, ca. saU. 27.349, ca. ica. 24

Thinking process
Clinical
&
fundamental
Significance
 Any different aspects/opinion.
Comments of commentators could be
discussed either Adhikarana wise or sutra
wise.

maanasabala : ca. ina. 1.33.
bala : ca. kx. 10.6, ca. Saa. 3.12, ca. isa. 6.57
[nd` : ca. [M. 1.1
jaIva : ca.Saa. 5.8, ca.Saa. 8.42

E) Comments by researcher
Shabdartha and Abhipretartha.

{cC\vaasa : ca. Saa. 1.70, ca. isa. 9.4
AnauvaRi<a : cak`xpaaiNa ca. saU. 29.2

as

Researcher should comment on all these
collected matter.

These are different meanings of Prana used
by Charaka Samhita

Shabdartha – meaning of words exactly
according to science (shastra) & author
(tantrakara).

Meaning of prana in sroto viman adyaya
(adhikarana)

Abhipretartha - meaning expected to
author in context of adhikarana.

cak`xpaaiNa : pa`aNavahanaIita pa`aNasaM&akxvaatavahanaama\ |
jyaaoitaYacand` sarsvaita : Svaasapa`SvaasavaaihnaI |

Also researcher should comment on topic
according to –

So in the context of Srotasa,
Charaka has been taken meaning of Prana
as VAYU. So this is a exact method to
elaborate appropriate meanings of words.
In this step description of style (Shaili),
structure (Rachana), language (Bhasha),
Tantrayukti, Vadapadamarga, & Learning
methods SaOlaI, rcanaa, BaaYaa, tan~ayaui>x, vaadpadmaaga-,
AQyayanaivaiQa should be discussed.

a) Tatwa
b) Shastra
c) Vyavahara
Points for comparative
commentaries :

study

of

1) Conceptual study : concepts
regarding treatment, choice of
drug, diagnosis etc
2) Fundamental aspects.
3) Literary concepts.
4) Cultural view: commentator always
put some information regarding
culture of his era in commentary.
We can access and elaborate it for
historical evidences.
5) Political view
6) Geographical
references
and
variation
7) Astrological aspects.
8) Mathematical aspects.
9) Social aspects like habits of eating,
drinking, clothing, marriages,
relations etc.
10) Religious aspects.
11) Definitions (paribhasha).
Etc.

C) Anvaya & Anvayartha for
Vakyadhikarana:
Arrangement of all the words in a
sutra according to grammar is called as
Anvaya. So after doing Anvaya, we can
elaborate the meaning of the sutra, for
Vakyadhikarana. This is called as
Anvayartha.
D) Comments of Commentators on
that Sutra / Adhikaran:
After these steps, the comments of
commentators should be discussed
comparatively. While reading, researcher
should note down the important and
significant points like –
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Selection of words
Meaning
Approach
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with the help of these points. An
example of different opinion of
commentators on one topic : -
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Benefits of comparative
commentaries:

study

of

1) Appropriate knowledge – because of
different aspects and opinions from
different commentators from different
time span and places, we can get
appropriate knowledge of a subject.
2) Elaboration of approach of Tantrakara
– because of comparative study, we
can access the approach of Tantrakara.
There could be different approaches of
different persons towards a subject.
With the help of all the approaches of
commentators, we can elaborate
tantrakara`s approach of that subject.
3) Interlink between variations – there
could be variation in texts, in
meanings, in approach, in Dravyas etc.
so we could discuss on variations and
find a solution over it.
4) Significance of Samhita in different
perspectives
5) Significance of commentaries for
reading Samhita.
6) Time consuming process.
So by these methods we can study
classical texts more preciously.

In the context of Srotas Viman, while
describing Udakvaha Srotas, all
commentators have different opinion
about KLOM.

cak`xpaaiNa : @laaoma : =dyasqaipapaasaasqaanama\ |
gaMgaaQar raya : @laaoma: =dyaaorsaao: sainQa: |
yaaogaInd`naaqa saona : @laaoma kxalaKaNDadQastaata\ isqataM
diXaNapaaSva-sqaM italakMx pa`isawma\ | tacca ipapaasaasqaanama\ |
jyaaoitaYacand` sarsvaita : @laaoma: caamaaSayasya paRYzta:
paRYzaByantarBaagao saMsa>x: italasaM&a: | {dkxvahsa`aotasa:
parmasaMcayasqaanama\ |
There are many differences in various
subjects so we have to do more work on
these topics with various aspects.
So these are two methods for comparative
study of commentaries. There could be
many more methods for that. Here it is an
attempt to unfold treasures of Samhita
with scientific methods.
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